
My Image of Animal 

I want to introduce my image about animal. 

Animal often used for children education. For example guessing the 
animal samples name from letter A to Z, A for Ant, B for Butterfly, C for Crocodile and 
etc. And also, you can learn how to express animal’s voice from different countries 
people’s mouth. It so interesting, we can make fun for that. 

We can also use animal image to counts. For example how many 

kids that mother’s duck have? Is it only five? or there is maybe some other’s hiding in. 
Yes, we can see through other’s lower body that is hiding on mothers body. 

For another example how many kitten are there in the glass, of 

course there’s just one kitten in every glass. 

Animal’s image have been used not only for kid’s education, 
but to entertaining also. We can see the example through “anime” from Japan, and 
“cartoon” from Amerika as a new culture. By those feature kid’s can learn a lot more 
easier and faster. 

We have knowledge that animal have the expression, can we guess what is on 

his mind with the attitude that being expressed? Maybe his wait for



something and begging? Or maybe his wondering something that is weird? 

Or maybe he just enjoying the sweet lovely meal, or 

maybe he showing us the lucky creature being on earth that reach the heaven by the 
message, what kind a life isn’t. What about us as human? Have we realize that the 
animal character is just like us? 

Animal’s is so cute and funny. But not 

only that, there is scarry creature also. Just like human with their character. There is 
good person, but also there is a bad one. 

Animal just like human be able to 

communicate, not only just with their same kind, but also they can 
interchange with other kind of animal, and they can being together well. Can we human 
can interchange smoothly just like them? 

Nowadays we often see animal’s in extinction, their lives are in danger. 

They must live for their own lives by their own. Just like human lives



recently, isn’t it? We can see two of the animal standing each 
other, the fatty with the big hair, and the skinny one with lack of hair. Could we see that 
this picture symbolize human lives between the poor and the wealth among us daily, 
just like the animal the poor one has to live hardly just to be able to stay alive. It’s a 
klise isn’t it. 

In this speech, I want to show you that we can learned more 
about animal, about their symbol, about how they want us to be feel, to be able to 
see, and to think that world is so wide to be explore. And by English you can express 
your thought and your feelings to the others. Through the English communication, we 
can share each other better knowledge more and more.


